The typologyproposed in this chapter is the resultofat ransnationals tudyt hat was carriedo ut in the years from 2006 to 2013.I th ad been motivated by media reports on atheist activism in Germany, in particularthe stagingofso-called "religion-freez ones" during the Catholic WorldY outh Day festivali nC ologne in 2005.I tw as reported that this activism was carried out by secularist organizations, some of which had been in existencef or many years. Initial research made it clear that little was known about these organizations, their networks, activities, and supporters,despite the fact thatthey might qualify as asocial movement.F urthermore, the earlys tages of the conception of this project coincided with the popularization of the term "new atheism" by Gary Wolf (2006) and the ensuing reports and debate on the authorsa nd books labeled as such. This, too, pointed to the existenceo fasecularist movement,a ni nternational one at that,which seemed to be experiencing awaveofmobilization at the time.
(for an earlyr eport on this developments ee Bullivanta nd Lee 2012) . Besides studies on the "new atheist" writingsa nd campaigns themselves( e. g. Amarasingham 2010;Z enk 2010;T airaa nd Illman 2012), research so far has dealt with the terminologyf or nonreligion and secularity( e. g. Cragun and Hammer 2011, Lee2 012) , the nonreligious' biographies,d emographics,a nd opinions on social issues (e. g. Hunsbergera nd Altemeyer 2006), their deconversion stories (e. g. Zuckerman 2012), their identity construction as atheists (e. g. Foust 2009; Smith 2011; Beaman and Tomlins 2015) , as well as their participation in various forms of organized secularity( e. g. Pasquale 2010; C imino and Smith 2011) . Meanwhile, the field of atheist,s ecularist,f reethought,a nd humanist organizations and its adherents is more routinelyconceivedofasasocial movement (see e. g. Cimino and Smith 2007,2 014; LeDrew 2016) , as evidenced also by this volume. At least,i th as been treated as such within the fields of religious studies and the sociologyofreligion, while curiously the sociologyofsocial movements is onlyb eginning to take note (see e. g. Guenther,R adojcic and Mulligan 2015). Also, the movement'sideological roots as well as conflicting ideological currents that run within it have been detailed (see e. g. LeDrew 2012 LeDrew ,2016 . Accordingly, these aspects of the study at hand will not be focused on in this chapter.
While several of these and others tudies have begun to explore who organized atheists are, the research presented here has followed some new paths and is able to offer additional insight in this respect. One important contribution of this studyi sthat it extends its perspective to continental Europe. The study of nonreligion and secularityhas, up to this point,largely concentrated on the English speaking world. This is alsot rue of the existent member studies of atheist organizations,m ost of which were conducted in the United States of America and Canada -af ew in Great Britaina nd Australia (e. g. Black 1983; Mumford 2015) . The secularist movement(s) in continental Europe has (have)h ardly been explored so far.F or the case of Germany, the studya th and is af irst foray to remedyt his situation.
Yet, as mentioned before, the typologyaims to be inclusive and is basedon organized atheists from Germany as well as the United States.I na ddition to a first insight into the German secularist movement,the transnationalcomparison this approach allows for is the second innovation of this research.
Thirdly,m uch of the prior research on the motiveso fn onbelievers to join atheistic or freethought-secularist organizations has concentratedo ni nformal meet-up groups or freethought organizations which, through socializing and lectures,m ainlyservet he identity construction and the treatment of a "nonnormative identity" (Fitzgerald 2003) of atheists who are viewed as "other" in ahighly religious society (e. g. McTaggart 1997; Heiner 2008; F oust 2009; L eDrew 2013) . Even though there are studies on the political activism of the secularist move-ment (see e. g. Smith 2007,2014; Kettell 2013) , the protagonists of this kind of activism, their biographies and motives, have been explored much less. The research presented here is based on the exploration of organizations which offer their members bothcommunity and education as well as political activism and protest.
Finally,t he material from which the typologyw as constructed represents a new approach in the exploration of organized atheisma nd allows for an ovel or additional waytoperceive and structure the movement'smembership. The typologyi sb asedo nt he identificationo fn arrativep atterns (Kruse 2011 (Kruse , 2014 , meaning the leading motivesortopics that emergedinthe open-style interviews that werec onducted with members.T hese,i nc ombination with the reported styles of participation, served to identifye ight ideal types of members, which have been named:t he "political fighter",t he "indignant",t he "collectivist", the "alienated",the "intellectual enlightener",the "silentintellectual",the "dissociate",a nd the "euphoric".These types of members are going to be portrayed in some detail further down in this chapter. Beforet hat,t he following section will introduce the sampling and methodologyo ft he study.
2S ample and Methodology
As at the time of the study'sinitiation the field of nonreligion and secularity had hardlybeen explored, aqualitativeapproach was chosen.Also, semi-structured in-depth interviews werec onsidered the optimal method for the exploration of organized atheists' personal views on their activism, their ways into the organizations, as well as their worldviews and religious /n onreligious biographiesquestions which stood at the heart of the study.
Sampling
Af irst step towardt hatg oal consisted in the sampling of potentiallyr elevant cases on two levels: the level of organizations, and the level of members. In order to capturethe variety of cases "out there",regardingmembers, the aspiration wastofind maximallydifferent cases. Yet, in order to allow for comparability,o nt he level of organizations it was necessary to limit variation to ac ertain type of groups.A ccordingly, organizations that would qualify for the sample had to meet the following criteria:
With respect to the intended variety of members' socio-religious backgrounds,t hey had to be located in substantiallyd ifferent regions, particularly as relates to the role of religion -though my interestwas exclusively on Western countries.Besides practical reasons of accessibility,this was the major reason for choosing Germany and the United Statesa sc ountries for consideration. Both offer considerable internal plurality regarding socio-religious landscapes,w ith the predominantlyCatholic Bavaria, the Lutheran North, and the largely secular East in Germany, as well as the religiously mixed and relatively liberal West Coast,t he mainlineP rotestant Midwest,a nd the evangelical Baptist South or "Bible Belt" in the United States.I na ddition to this intended variation in location, on the othercriteria the chosen organizations weres upposedtob es imilar to one another.
One important demand wast hat the targeted organizations shared similar goals. As outlined above, one aim of the studyw as to find organizations which offered their adherents not onlyaplace for socializing and identity formation via community and education, but also the chance for political activism, e. g. via participation in protest,work on press releases, or in otherp ublic relations or outreach projects.
Another demand was for the organizations to take amediumorcenter position regardingt heir topicals cope and targeted population. Some groups follow onlyadefined narrow goal within the realm of atheism and secularism or are open onlyt oasubset of nonbelievers, such as Camp Quest (that organizes secular summer retreats), or the Secular StudentAlliance. Organizations at the other end of the spectrum, while being critical of religion and church at times, address much wider issues and, accordingly, attract am ore general audience. Examples for this includec ivil rights organizations like the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)and the Humanistische Union (HU), or rationalist and skeptics groups.In contrast to both of these "extremes",the organizations thatw eret obes ampled needed to be open to all the nonreligious and to be concerned with issues relating to atheism and secularism exclusively.
In the United States these criteria weree asilym et by al arge number of locallyactive atheist groups thatwereeither affiliated with or chapters of the Atheist AllianceInternational (today: Atheist Alliance of America)orAmerican Atheists (compareF azzino &C raguni nt his volume). These groups typicallyh old a monthlym eeting,wheret hey will often have ag uest speaker -such as as cientist,political activist,ora uthor -as well as otherregular meetings, for example book clubs,discussion groups,orc haritable activities. But they also act out,either in the form of protests against (usuallyl ocallyr elevant) infringementso n the separation of church and state, in the form of writing letters to the editor, or in the form of regular radioo rT Vprograms that they produce for freea ccess cable channels. U.S. organizations which found their wayi nto the sample were San Francisco Atheists and Atheists and Other Freethinkers of Sacramento from California, Minnesota Atheists from Minneapolis /S aintP aul, and the Atlanta FreethoughtS ociety from Georgia.
In Germany, it turned out to be ab it more difficult to find matchingo rganizations. My criteria werem et best by the Munich chapter of the Bund fürG eistesfreiheit Bayern (BfG, FreethoughtA ssociationo fB avaria). Even though the BfG is officiallyrecognizedbythe Bavarian state as a "worldview congregation" with roots in the 19 th century free-religious movement,the Munich basedgroup in particular had become known for its political activism in opposition to the pronounced influenceo fr eligion -particularlyC atholicism -on the operations of the state at the time of my research. The other group from Germanyt hat was included has ad ecidedlyp olitical orientation. As its name suggests, IBKA (Internationaler Bund der Konfessionslosen und Atheisten, International League of the Non-Affiliated and Atheists)commits itself to fighting for the political rights of citizens without religious affiliation or religious belief -contrary to its name, though,i ts activism is not international, but focused mainlyi nG ermany. As for socializing,some of its regional chapters, at the time of this study, offered meetups, movie nights,ors poradic guest lectures as well. Therefore, IBKA members from different parts of Germanyw eres elected for the sample, too.
Individual members of these organizations were sampled with the idea of maximumv ariation in mind. While the shortr esearch time of onlyt wo months in the United States did not allow for the interplaybetween sampling,interviewing,a nalyzing, and onlyt hen further sampling and interviewing thati sc haracteristic of the strategyof"theoretical sampling" (seee.g. Ritchie and Lewis 2003, 80 -81) , the large number of interviews conducted with very diverse members nonetheless afforded the opportunity to contrast very different cases ex post facto,which is in line with this researchstrategyaswell. Members werecontacted via various paths. In the caseofmostofthe American organizations,m yvisit to the area and my call for interviewees was announced well in advancei nt he organizations' newsletters. Also, this researchj ourney involved avisit to the respective organizations' monthlymeetings, which allowed for the introduction of the research project as well as on-the-spotr ecruitment of interviewing subjects.
In the case of the German organizations, the Munich based BfG group and nationallya ctive IBKA,theira nnual main assemblies served the same purpose. Another occasion for recruitingi nterviewees was am onthlym eet-up of the Cologne-based IBKA group. In order to find members more spread out over the country,who did not regularlyparticipate in group activities, acall for interviewees wasplaced in IBKA'sonline forum. This as well as the announcements in the U.S. organizations' newsletters ensuredt he participation not onlyo fh ighlya ctive,b ut also of more or less passive members. In order to counter ap otential bias due to self-recruitment or recruitment onlyv ia "gatekeepers" (such as the organizations' presidents), who sometimes helped to find interviewees,s everal members werea pproachedb ym yself and asked for participation in interviews. This also helped to increase the socio-demographic variety of participants.
All in all, 63 interviews wereconducted, 58 of which wereusedfor the analysis.O ft hese 58 interviews,3 6w erew ith members of Americano rganizations, and 22 with members of German organizations. The ratio of men to women was 39 to 19.R egarding age, seven interviewees fell into the rangeo f2 1 -30 years, 11 each into thoseof31-40 and 41-50 years, nine members werebetween 51 and 60 years old, 16 between 61 and 70,a nd finallyfour were7 1y ears old or older.E vent hough the sample was not drawnf or statistical, but rather theoretical representativeness, the gendera nd ageratios are somewhat typical of secularist organizations,which are known for apredominantlymale and older membership( Hunsbergera nd Altemeyer 2006,1 06;P asquale 2007,4 7). Also, the educational level in these groups is usually aboveaverage,and Pasquale reports ap redominanceo fe ducational occupations for the members of as ecular-humanist group in the AmericanP acificN orthwest (Pasquale 2010,5 0) . Both of these patterns wereobservedinthis study'ssample as well. Aside from teachers and university educators, there wass ome diversity regardingt he interviewees' (former)occupations:they ranged from scientists, lawyers, and physicians,toarchitects and IT specialists, to paramedics, secretaries,a nd booksellers. While some of the younger participants weres till attendingc ollege, most of the older respondents had alreadyr etired from their jobs. Af ew of the interviewees wereu nemployed, with one living in an alternativec ommune. Ap eculiarity of the Americansample was that two of the members used to be priests in their earlier careers.Ethnically,most participantswereNorthernEuropean or of Northern European descent,w ith the exceptions of an Italian, aG reek, aB razilian, and one Iranian. Onlyo ne interviewee was African-Americana nd another one of Asian descent.
Datac ollection and analysis
The interviewingtechnique used was semi-structured interviews in the tradition of the "problem-centered interview" (Witzel 2000) . In contrast to totallyo pen, narrativeinterviews,the purpose of this interviewing tradition is the exploration and collaborative reconstruction of af ixed "social problem" or "issue" that the researcher has alreadya cquired some familiarity or "theoretical sensitivity" with. This familiarity pairedw ith the desire to learn about different dimensions of the problem at hand structurest he interviewingg uidelineb yp rovidinga number of topical fields thata re to be addressed. The interviews for this study started out with awarming-up phase, in which respondents wereasked to introducethemselvesand to talk about their general biographies.After this, the main topical fields that wereexplored were(1) the interviewees' ways into their organizations, (2)their worldview or religious /nonreligious biographies,and (3) their experiences, activities, and opinionsa sm embers of theiro rganizations.
These three fields of interest also structured the first step of the analysis: the use of the "qualitative case contrasting method",asdetailed by Kelle and Kluge (2010) . Building upon the practice of open codingi ng rounded theory (e. g. Strauss and Corbin 1998) , in this approach categories and subcategories are devised deductively from the pre-structure of the interviews as well as inductively from the text and contrasted, refined, and restructured systematicallyb yc omparisonofarangeofcases, until the variation within the field is sufficientlydelineated.
The aim of the second stepo ft he analysis was to reduce the overwhelming variety found -regarding organized atheists' ways into the movement, their worldview formation, as well as theirv iews on and experienceso fa ctivismwith the construction of at ypologyo fv ery basic, exemplary,o ri deal types of members. This typologyw as constructed using an analytical method delineated by JanKruse(2011 JanKruse( , 2014 . It builds on the identification of certain "narrativepatterns" thatare deemed to be characteristic of the individual respondents, which are made up of central motivesa nd discursive habits that occur consistently throughout the interview -especiallyi ns o-called "rich" or "dense" passages as well as in the opening monologues (Kruse 2011, 176) . The identification of four such narrative patterns in combination with the reported activism, behavior, and ambitions of the interviewees led to the construction of eight ideal types of organized atheists.
3T he Diversity of Organized Atheists
Investigating the members of atheistorganizations, the studypresented here has focused on the fact of their membership. It has studied organized atheists as members. Whatd ot hey do as members of their organizations?W hat do they think about the activities of their groups and about other members?H ow did they gett ob eamember in the first place? And what has been the history of their worldview formationl eadingu pt ob ecomingamember? As it turns out, the diversityofanswers to these questions is overwhelming.This section willexplore some of this diversity and will put into focus those results which either contradict or amplify our knowledge of organized atheists from prior studies.
Worldview and Worldview Formation
There is some debate, both among scholars and within organized atheism, over whether agnostics should count as part of the atheist movement(see Cimino and Smith 2007,4 16; M cGrath 2004,1 74; H unsbergera nd Altemeyer 2006,2 5) . But consideringt hata gnosticism, rather thana ni ndependent worldview position which is softer or less radical than atheism, actuallyconstitutes amethodofreasoning by which one mayarrive at either an atheist or theist position (Eller 2010, 8 -9) , it is not surprising that agnostics have always been involved in atheist organizations -and several members identify thatway primarily. In general, many -even though by no means all -of the members of atheisto rs ecularist organizations give al ot of thought to how to position themselvesr egarding their worldview and what to call themselves. This was evidenced by the inscription on Paul G.'s( Atheists and Other Freethinkers, AOF, 76) -the creator of the "Brights"-business card. It read:
Ia mabright (myn aturalistic worldview is free of supernatural /m ystical elements). Ia m agnostic in regards to unverifiable claims (including gods), humanisticinmorals, pragmatic in actions,f reethinkingi nr egards to authority,existentialistic in philosophy, sartrienne in regards to purpose, scientific in regards to what constitutesknowledge,contrarian in demeanor,a nd skeptical with respect to all the aforementioned.
Whether they call themselves "atheist", "agnostic", "secular humanist", "naturalist", "bright", "Jewish atheist", "mystic",o rs ome othert erm If ound in my sample, such as "liberal" or "realist",o rganized atheists presumably share at least the commonality of being nonreligious in some form and alsoc ritical of (at least certain aspects and variants of)r eligion.
Yetthey have arrivedatthis common place via very different routes of worldview formation. Someo ft hese routes have been outlinedb yS tephen LeDrew (2013) , who, in his research on atheist activists in Canada and the U.S., has differentiated five "different trajectories to atheistidentity and activism".Ofthe five paths he describes, two have secular socialization as their starting point,while three start out from religious socialization. All five eventuallyl ead to atheism and onlyf rom there to atheist activism. While this typologyo fd ifferent routes of worldview formation matches the experiences described by most of the interviewees from my study, there are at least af ew cases in which this model is not sufficient. In several cases there was ambiguity regardingt he classification of a participant'ss ocialization as having been either "religious" or "secular".S ome of the respondents grew up in ahome that was onlynominallyreligious. Others experiencedcognitive dissonance earlyon, either because their parents were not both equallyreligious, belonged to different churches,orchanged religious affili-ation continuouslyo verashort period of time.Others grew up in as tronglyr eligious household within asecular environment or in asecular household within ar eligious environment.
Additionally, af ew cases had not even acquired an atheist identity or ap osition critical of religious belief at the point at which they entered theira theist organization. Dietmar H. (BfG, 50), for example, was recruited as am ember for BfG Munich onlya fter being interviewed on the group'sr adiop rogram. The group had invited him to their show as avictim of purportedchurch-state entanglements.A tt he time, Dietmarh ad made local headlines after ag ay pridef loat mockingP ope Benedict for his anti-gayrights policies, which he and his colleagues had created, had been confiscated by the Bavarian policeu nder dubious chargeso f" insultingaforeign head of state".U pu ntil meeting the BfG group and learning more about theirp ositions, Dietmarh ad never considered himself an atheist, but was onlycritical of different religious traditions for theirviews on gayrights. He had even studied theologyincollegeand had been employed as a public school teacher for Protestant religious education for manyy ears, ajob he onlyq uit for am orep romisingc areer option, not for al ack of religiosity.E ven though he said that he did not believei napersonal god, he stillr egarded Jesusa sa ne thical role model and expressed spiritual ideas.
Asimilar case wasthat of BrigitteS.(BfG, 42). Even though she had disaffiliated from the Catholic Church long ago, as she wasatodds with its conservative positions on manysocial issues, she had never thought about cultivatingamore pronounced secular identity.This onlychanged whenshe made friends with two active members of the BfG group and decided to join in order to do "something meaningful".One explanation for these cases maybethe widespread perception of astrongprivilegeand influenceofthe Catholic Church in Bavaria. As BfG Munich does not onlya ct as as ecular "worldview congregation" ("Weltanschauungsgemeinschaft"), but as an activist group fighting for the separation of church and state,itisconceivable that the group and its goals are deemed attractive alsof or citizens who do not identify as atheists primarily.
Ways intoO rganized Atheism
While Dietmara nd Brigittef ound their wayi nto BfG through personal contacts, atheisto rganizations also employ more conscious and systematic attemptsa t " frame bridging":m aking people who share similar views aware of the organizations' existence (Snow et al. 1986,467-469) . They mayadvertise in progressive media, practice outreach via their ownmedia channels,oremploy the strategyof "bloc recruitment" (Oberschall 1973 )bycooperating with other movements or,at least in the case of the Americanorganizations, Unitarian Universalist churches, which provide some membership flow.E vent hough the literature on social movements stresses such active effortsa tm obilization by movement actors,i n the case of atheist organizations "self-recruitment"-i.e. the active search for ag roup one can join -seems to be even more important.G oodwin and Jasper (2009) describe self-recruitment as ac ommon reaction to so-called moral shock. This kind of shock mays et in when "events or information raise such a sense of outragei np eople that they become inclined towardp olitical action, with or without an etwork of contacts" (Goodwin und Jasper 2009,57-58) . Outrage maybegenerated by so-called "suddenlyimposed grievances" (Walsh 1981, 2) ,which can be events or new developments, perceivedasscandalous, that are reported on in the media. To Steven F. (Atlanta Freethought Society,AFS,50), for example, the publically staged prayer for rain after adroughtperiod by the governor of Georgia on the steps of the state capitol constituted such an event.Friedrich G. (BfG, 71)ofMunich gotagitated whenheread that posters of demonstrators against the local visit by the Pope were confiscated by the police: "It was in the newspaper.And so… (,) Iwasn'ttheremyself, but still this infuriated me. And so Iwrotet othe paper.And in the course of this Ibecame aware of BfG and became amember".Personal experiences thatcontradict aperson'svalues and expectations mayalso be experienced as as uddenlyi mposed grievance. Rainer P. (IBKA, 41), for example, had always believed thatr eligion was nothing to worry about in modern-day,highlysecularizedGermany, until he asked for the removal of al arge crucifix in the classroom of the public elementarys chool thath is young son attended, who seemed to be afraid of the object:
Howam ayor conspires, moreo rl ess,with the school district of Cologne in order to keep the crucifixes on the walls of aridiculouslysmall school of ahundred and fifty kids, how a priest from the pulpit calls for protest marches in front of this school until the crosses get reapplied, and similar things, …how the local paper deems it worthyo faf ull pager eport and their front pagethat these crosses gotremoved, well, that… surprisedmequiteabit.I didn'te xpect that.Ireallyd idn'te xpect that.That the opinion of the grannya th ome regarding the crucifixes in the children'sc lassroom mayc ount moret han as upreme court ruling, Ididn'texpect that either. …And when Ir ealized all of this, Ithought that,i ndeed, it might makes ense to geta ctive.
In other cases, the active spread of information by movement activists in combination with their interpretation of the situation mayc ause moral shock: "Moral shocks do not arise onlyfrom suddenlyimposed grievances; organizers try hard to generate them through their rhetorical appeals" (Jasper and Poulsen 1995, 498) . Lukas G. (IBKA, 30) and Martin H. (IBKA, 23), for example, consumed the organization'sm agazine and newsletter for aw hile before they decided that it wast ime to getm ore involved. But,o fc ourse, this framing can onlyb e successfuli fp otential recruits "alreadyh avec ertain visions of the world, moral values, political ideologies,a nd affective attachments" (Jasper and Poulsen 1995,496 ) that match those of the movement.Inc ases such as these, moral shock does not set in in reaction to asingular event or experience, but in reaction to the perception of as low and creepingdevelopment,achangeinc ultural values perhaps,which, apart from outrage, causesthe feeling of alienation. Typical for the American experience is the observation of the rise of the Religious Right in the years prior to and duringthe presidencyofG eorge W. Bush (see alsoF azzino, Borer,a nd Haq 2014,1 76 -181). Alice C. expresses well how,p riort oh er joining of AOF,s he felt increasingly uncomfortable:
Earlyonitwas not… somethingI…gave much… thought to.Iwould say, in the last fifteen years, though,I ' ve become very awareo fi t …and… /eh/ almost annuallyi ncreasingly shocked. And… /eh/ the whole country feels like… East Texas,o ughh, pushingt his (,) this incessant… need to convert everybody. There'so nlyo ne religion, and it'st heirs and… (,) youknow,the sooner youacknowledge that,the better off you'll be. It'suncanny. It'se verywheren ow. …Just as it… used to be forty years ago.
Similar to moral shock, and often in combination with it,a lienation is af eeling that maylead to self-recruitment.Itisanexperience which maymotivatepeople to look for others to help them relievet he tension. In addition to the feeling of being at odds with the surrounding culturea tl arge,a lienation maya lsor esult from more limited experienceso fn ew,c onfusing, or frustratings ituations, from the loss of an old or the adaptation of anew worldview and identity,orsimplyf rom moving to af oreign, possiblym orer eligious place.
Whatever their motivesf or joining,most of the respondents from this study reported thatonce they had learned of the existenceofthese organizations they immediatelyb ecame am ember.B ut in those rare cases, in which doubts were reported, it was often the influenceo fo therp ersons which convincedt hem to join eventually. LeeS .( Minnesota Atheists, MNA, 69), af ormer Evangelical preacher,f or example, was originallyb iased against atheists, and it took him some time and couraget of inallya ttend af ew meetingso ft he organization whose TV programs he had alreadywatched and enjoyed. What finallyconvinced him to join as am emberw as the presenceo faperson he knew,r espected, and considered similar to himself:
And so… my first reaction was:w ell, Iw ouldn'tw ant to have anythingt od ow ith those… people, but… the moreIlistened, the moreIthought: youk now [ Other doubts about joininghad to do with fears that the group might be too similar to religion, that it might be ineffective,ort hat members might be either too eccentric or intolerant. In some examples, these doubts could be dispelled by the influencea nd convincing presenceo fac harismatic leader.S teven F. (AFS,5 0) and his wife, for example, had known for al ong time of the existenceo fs ecularist organizations in the Atlanta area, but had never bothered to join, since they thought that people there might be strange. This changed when they saw an interview with AFS' Ed Bucknero nT V:
And… Ed was very articulate. An intelligent man. And, so, what he said was (,) was great.I mean, he wasn'tshouting, he wasn'tpounding his chest,and he wasn'tscreaming or yelling or anyoft hat kind of thing. He was just very (,) it was av ery reasoned and rational… statement that he made. And that immediatelyappealed to us.And… we just kind of went: hmm, Atlanta Freethought Society?Sowewrote that down. And we went and did ag oogle searcha nd found their website.
Finally, Stan C. (San Francisco Atheists, SFA, 45)was impressed by Madalyn MurrayO ' Hair,the notorious founder of American Atheists,who spurred in him the enthusiasm to become an activist:
Youknow,alot of these separation organizations don'thavemuch of asense of humor.You know,s omebodylikem ewalks in the room,they go:oh, youk now,you should getahaircut! With American Atheists it was just very (,) yeah: you're one of us! Welcome on board! And part of that was the Madalyn O'Hair attitude. So, if Madalyn O'Hair had not been around with her free-wheeling,y ou know,f uck-you attitude, Ip robablyw ould not be doing this… myself. But she made it seem cool. She made it seem fun. She made it seem exciting. And she made it seem important.Y ou know?S ot hat'salarge part of whyI ' m doing whatI ' md oing today.
Activism within the Organization
Due to conscious sampling decisions, interviews werec onducted with members with varyingdegrees of activity in the groups:passive members,whom McCarthy and Zald (1977,1 228) in their member typologyc all "isolated constituents",a s well as weakly, medium,a nd highlya ctivem embers. In some cases, the degree of activism maydepend on people'sexperiences with other members. Mariva A.
(SFA,3 8), for example, who onlys poradicallya ttendedm eetingso fh er organization, explained that she could not relatet os ome of the otherm embers and criticized them for theirpublic demeanor,sharing her experience at apublic debate as an example:
Ikind of, …like, was alittle bit embarrassed by the behavior of some of my fellow atheists, for… they werejust kind of laughing reallyloud… and just kind of makingcomments during the debate. And… all the, like, the Christians were,y ou know,f airlyw ellb ehaved. And I was just (,) Iw as thinking, like: okay, …youk now,i f …(,) if we're gonna show that we're as good as these people, like, let'sb ehave that way! In general, the diversity of characters found in these groups is often cited as a drawback and reason for restraint in commitment.B ut even those who are the most committed maye valuatet his diversity differently. Assunta T. (BfG, 46), for example, criticized the majorityo fc asual members for lacking enthusiasm and sincerity in their atheism:
Our biggest problem is the nonreligious themselves.
[…]They'll actuallyhavethe nerveand toleratethat their wives, friends,children… have adifferent conviction. They treat it as their sparetime… (,) their hobby.And hobby onlyinthe sense that if they find the time they may go and attend ameeting. But never makeafuss! They'll onlyspeak up wherethey feel safe and know that everybodyi so ft he same opinion. That'so ur trouble! Stan C. (SFA,45), on the other hand, felt rewarded by the less active members for his efforts in providingt hem ap lace to feela th omea t:
Well, the monthlymeetings basicallyjust give people achancet omeet other atheists,give them achancetorelax.Those of us whohavebeen working on it for an entiremonth geta chancetotalk to people whoactuallycarewhat we're doing[laughs slightly]. Youknow?So (,) so, it'sn ice.
These statements show that within the movementt here are different expectations regarding organized atheists' openness and candor about their lack of religion. While Assunta expected of her fellow atheists aself-confident demonstration of their rejection of religion, Stan was more tolerant of some of the atheists' fear of ostracism.
Just as these expectations vary,sodothe actual practices of concealment or disclosure. Some respondents kept theiratheismcompletelytothemselves, while others decided to revealitonlyselectively, suchasSharon W. (AFS,57), who was careful not to appear as amemberofAFS as long as she was workingasaschool teacher in the U.S. South. Others, who did not have to fear work-related sanctions, liked to admit to their atheism and seemed to enjoy some of the reactions they would get. Adrienne M. (SFA,34), for example, sometimes liked to be seen as a femme fatale when going out to bars in her home state of Texas and meeting men:
and of course they'dbeRepublican, they would be so intrigued… by that fact that Iwas a(,) aDemocrat,and that Iwas aliberal and that /hughhh/ [gasps] Ididn'tbelieveingod! That was like Iwas likethis (,) likethey were flirtingwith dangerjustbyhangingout with me or something.
Similarly,M ichael C. was amused about ac ommon reaction to his answer for people'sq uestion about his church affiliation:
And youc an (,) and youc an watch it.R ight in their eyes. Youc an see them likeg oing through… (,) /eh/ it'sa lmost likeacomputer (,) goingt hrough all their files, lookingf or an appropriate( ,) like: what do Id ow ith that?Y ou know?H e ' sa na theist?W hat?A nd they're tryingt ob e …polite. Because that'st he bigt hing in the South. Youh avet oa lways appear to be (,) youc an be the biggest bastardi nt he world, but youh avet oa ppear to be polite. And /eh/… (,) youk now,t hey're like: o-o-h…(.) They always maket hat sound. Finally, Assunta (BfG, 46), the leader of BfG who advocated for some atheist pride -similar to that of the gaym ovement -and liked to wear atheist t-shirts and caps in everydayl ife, even reported that she regularlyp ut invitations to events and political pamphlets by her organization into the business mail of her family'sm edium-sized companyi nt he car-manufacturing industry.
The organized atheists from this studyd id not onlyu se different strategies regardingthe disclosure of their atheism in everydaylife, but they also preferred different strategies for their organizations.C imino and Smith (2011) arguet hat the American secularist movement was torn in this respect: "Thet ension between, on the one hand,spreading secularism and attemptingtoexpose the fallacies of belief and, on the other,s eeking acceptance in al argely religious society runs through the recent history of secular humanism" (28). LeDrew (2013, 18 -19) argues that favoring either a "confrontational" approach, in which criticism of religion and satire are used in order to produce attention and to push certain political goals, or an "accomodationist" approach, which is deemed to further respect and acceptance of atheists, would mirror different ideas about ac ollective self (see also Fazzino &C raguni nt his volume). To my observation, these divergent strategies do not onlyseparate secular humanists from atheists, but they are also associated with different umbrella organizations within the atheists ector.Thisr egularlyc ausesd ebates within local atheist groups,a sd escribed by Don K. (AOF,5 3) for the case of AOF:
Youk now,d ow e …(,) do we join American Atheists,who for so manyy ears have been (,) whoh avel ived by… ridiculing… religion? …Or do we takeamore… understanding approach, Iguess youcould call it?The way… the Atheist AllianceInternational… approaches it,saying: we need to develop… abetter connection… with society,sothat they will accept us as equals. …And, youk now,s o, yeah, it'sa(,) it'saconstant… conflict that we have in our board meetings.You know,which direction do we go?
At the time this studyw as conducted, asimilar debate took place in the Munich based BfG group. Some of the members criticized the group'spresident,Assunta T.,for her provocative style and activism, such as the implementation of ablasphemyc ontest.F riedrich G. (BfG, 71):
In anycase, she is not aconventional character.Let'sput it that way. And she does exhibit that quiteabit.
[ … ]Y ou know,Idon'th aveaproblem with that at all. But the fact is, we want to change things.And for that we need the regular citizens.And therefore my opinion is that the current politics arenot very favorable, the politics of provocation. …Because that wayw es care away the regular citizens.
Yet, Assunta countered with the opinion that citizens in ad emocratic society should be able to stand criticism and satire. Accordingly, she advocated aprovocative,a ttention-grabbing strategy, arguing thatn oble values alone "are not sexy" for the media:
Those so-called humanistic,secular values, …they should have actuallybeen societal consensus for along time. It shouldn'ttakeanythingfor that.[…]Y ou know?Soit'ssad enough that we still have to worko ur asses off for that.A nd we can onlyb es uccessful […]w ith provocation,ofcourse! …What else? With provocation. Howelse do youwant to reach anything? That'show the world works. As long as thereare thingsg oing wrong,wemust provoke and trust that in ad emocratic society democratic-humanistic people will be ablet o bear that.
But just as atheist bloggerGreta Christina (2010) argued that one should "let firebrands be firebrands" and "diplomats be diplomats",voices that sawadvantages in both strategies and even the need for amovement to be pluralistic could also be found.
4ATypologyo fO rganized Atheists
It has become apparent that goals, strategies,i dentity labels,a sw ell as worldview biographies vary drasticallyamong organized atheists. The saying commonly used in the movement that "organizinga theists is like trying to herd cats" finds some validation in these results. Still Iwant to arguethatthis bulk of highly diverse cases can be reduced to af air number of characteristic exemplars or ideal types of members.
The typologyp roposed was achievedb yt he identificationo fn arrative patterns or "central motives",w hich consist of typicalf igures in verbalizations as well as in topical choices and which heavilyi nform and shape the character of an interview while putting it in line with select others. In order to be seen as central motivest hese patterns must appear recurrentlyt hroughout an interview and especiallyb ep resent in its "richest" passages (Kruse 2011,1 76 -179). Ih avei dentified four such narrative patterns,w hich in combination with one of two behavioral patterns or modes of action -one more other-, the other more self-oriented -constitutee ight ideal types of organized atheists. The Narrative Pattern of "Political Conflict"
The common motive in narrations of members who Iwill call the "political fighter" and the "indignant" is the narrator'sc onviction that in the current situation democratic or constitutional principles are violated, as religious ideas or actors are being granted undue influenceo nt he operations of the state or as atheists and the nonreligious are beingdiscriminated against.Thisconcern is at the heart of these persons' activism, while epistemologicalquestions of religious belief or unbelief are seen as less important or dismissed completely. Apart from this political orientation,the two types of members who are united by this motive show further distinct characteristics which distinguish them from one another. TheP olitical Fighter: Representativeso ft his type are characterized by their disputability,t heir conviction of ah ighd egree of self-effectiveness,a sw ell as their preference for a confrontational strategy. Their activism is strongly outwardor other-oriented. Ed B. (AFS,6 2),f or example, said thatw hat he loved most about his activism was "to do public speaking and debates".When, duringt he interview,h er eproduced the disputes that he regularlyh as with people who want the TenCommandments to be posted in publicbuildings, he self-ironically remarked: "Youc an getm eo ns ome soap boxesn ow.I ' ll preach for aw hile, if youw ant me to [laughs]".S imilarly, Assunta T. (BfG, 46) described herself as "streitlustig" (cantankerous -literally "argument jolly"), "with an emphasis on 'lustig'" ("jolly"). She shrugged off fears of retributions for an outspoken secularism, as voiced by other members of her organization, with a "pfff" sound, characteristic of her and used manyt imes throughout the interview.A sl ong as nothing worse happened than having ones car'st iresp unctured, one needed to speak out against religiouslymotivated violations of individual rights. Assunta, as well as other representativeso ft he political fighter,s tressedt hat this should be done by oneself rather than waitingf or others, such as political parties, to do the job. She said that it was not her style to bemoan ab ad situation, but,r ather,t od os omething about it.B esides believing in the effectiveness of political action, political fighters typicallya lso exhibit as trongw ill and at endency to make decisions unilaterally.A ccordingly, they oftent ake up leading roles in theiro rganizations. As they stronglyb elievei nt he legitimacy of their project,they advocate the use of aconfrontationalstrategyinorder to getattention.
TheI ndignant. Representativeso ft his type are characterized by their indignance. Just as the political fighters, they are appalled about new developments regardingt he relationship between state and religion or regardingr eligious in-trusions on individual liberties. Yet, different from the political fighters, theirambition is less to look strategicallyfor ways to changethe political situation in the long run, but rather to lookf or an outlet to their disgust,f or away to vent their frustration,which they find in theirorganizations.Accordinglytheir activism is of an expressive nature and often rather low-key and sporadic, such as writing letters to the editor,a sJ ay B. (AFS,77) does:
We also have in our local newspaper on adailybasis… acolumn called vent.And the vent means really, literally, for people to let off steam. …And it'sa …series of what might be called one-liners, in which people would makes ome comment.A nd… Ih ave, again, been very (,) pretty successful in havinganumber of vents printed.
Some other indignants do not geta ctive themselves, but rather want to support financiallyand give voice to political activists, even though they maynot believe in the realization of their instrumental goals, as for example Lisa K. (IBKA, 32):
Id on'tb elievet hat they can actuallya chievealot.B ut knowingt hat therei savoicet hat says:hello, here,wehaveanopinion on this, too, does help. That'swhy Ifind the workthat they do tremendouslyi mportant.
Representativesofthe indignants are oftennew members as their indignation is usually fresh and connected to as pecific current issue. Yet, in other cases, outrage and frustration maybekept up and alive for years, not least by the religionwatch and news services of the organizations themselves.
The Narrative Pattern of "Belonging"
Another central motive that surfaced regularlyinsome of the interviews is that of belonging. Interviewees who represent the types of the "collectivist" and the "alienated" articulatede xperienceso fe strangement and a -sometimes profound -desire to (re-)connect with others. Mariva A. (SFA,38), a "Jewish atheist" who, after ar eligious quest,b ecame am embero fSan Francisco Atheists,b ut who still enjoyed attending services at ap rogressive church on Christmas and Easter,g ot at the heart of this pattern when she remarked:
And Icame home from one of these services, and Itold my husband: youknow,Ithink, one (,) maybe the reason I've gone to all these different religious… outlets and… services and traditions and rituals is, …youk now,b etween liket he Native American sweatl odge and the Buddhist retreats and, youk now,the Quaker meetingh ouse and the gayJ ewish synagoguea nd Glide Memorial Church (,) youk now,m aybe whatI … (.) IthoughtIwas looking for god, but,Ithink, what Iwas reallyl ookingf or and what I found… was ac onnection to humanity.
[ … ]A nd that was sort of ap rofound realization for me that… youc ould look at almost anyr eligion and it'ss ort of ad ifferent expression of humanity.You know,the Buddhist tradition is an expression of becomingquiet and becominggrounded and becoming very meditative.A nd the Native American expression of religion is… about becomingv ery connected to the earth and to nature. …Youk now,a nd the Jewish expression is (,) is very intellectual. It makes us think. It makes us,you know,buzz with ideas.And, youknow,the San FranciscoAtheists dinner […]sort of brings out the misfit in me and makes me feel like, youk now,f inallyw e ' re part of ac ommunity where we're not beingo stracized.
The term "community" is used frequentlyinthe narrativesofboththe collectivist as well as the alienated. Both mayu se the term in two senses -meaning either society at large or the smaller group of the secular community.Yet,f or the collectivist the wish to belong is directed more at the former,while for the alienated it is directed more at the latter.
TheCollectivist. As atheists, representativesofthe collectivist type feelalienated from and misunderstood by the general population. They are drivenbythe desire to bridge that gapand by the wish to find communitywith the greater collective. As aco-founder of Atheists and Other Freethinkers,Mynga F. (AOF,63) defines this as the group'so riginal goal: "The purpose of AOF… is to… promote civic understanding of atheism… and acceptance of it in our community".Collectivists are looking for common ground with the religious population of their society.O ne starting point for this is their refusal to criticize religion at large, which, as Paul G. pointed out,d id not mean not to protesta ta ll:
It'snot that we won'tevercriticize. …It'ssimplythat we do not lump religion… in one giant lump and therefores ay:r eligion'sb ad! We can'ts ay that [chuckles] , 'cause therea re religions that areg ood. And so… that (,) that'st he basic idea.
This differentiatinga nd benevolentt reatmento fr eligion is not necessarilym otivated by strategy. Instead, it mayr esult from personal positive experienceswith religion, such as in Paul'scase. He did continue his passion for singinginchurch choirs long after his loss of faith and still enjoys singingc hurch songst ogether with his wife. Yet, the collectivists ask for the samekind of acceptance by the religious in return. They try to earn this respect,for example, with the help of charitable activities thatt hey pursue or thatt hey want their organization to engage in, such as highway cleanups or food drives. In addition, they promote openness about theirw orldview in personal relations.This, according to Don K. (AOF,5 3), should help to dispel stereotypes about atheists as anti-social beings, which "church-going people" mayh ave: "They will also learn then to accept atheists as… equal participants in… society,a nd that we can share… our common humanity… without… embracing ad eity".
TheA lienated. Others who share the experience of alienation from their surroundings ociety with the collectivists are less concerned with trying to bridge that gap. Rather than hoping to provet hat atheists are respectable members of society,t oo, their narrativest ell of ad esire to find an ew "home"-be that in social or intellectual terms -as mall community of like-minded people. This motive is common for (but not exclusive to) members who grew up and used to live in an areawherer eligion mattered little or not at all and who, after moving,suddenlywereconfronted with ahigher degree of religiosity or with religion at all. HeikoT .( MNA, 40), for example, had grown up as the son of an onreligious father and amoderatelyr eligious Lutheran mother in the secularizedGerman Democratic Republic (GDR) /E astern Germany. After he gotd ivorced from his American wife, whom he had followed to Minnesota after their wedding, he felt lost and foreign there. He reported that during the first two years of his stay in the United States he had mainlybeen workingonhis doctoral dissertation and gottoknow American society mostlyvia television. Whathewas presented there on several religious channels wasd ecidedlyd ifferent from what he knew of religion from backh ome:
Ia ctuallys aw hatet here.This was not the kind of Christianity… which teaches lovea nd understanding,y ou know.I tw as decidedlyd irecteda gainst atheists… and nonbelievers. Youk now?W ell, to me this was shocking. Also, there were certain aspects of Christianity that Ih ad never hearda bout,like the Second ComingofChrist and… the rapture, …things likethat.
[…]And also, of course,the cultural war of the intelligent designmovement.And then there'sm ew ith my scientific background. So that hits (,) that hits close to home. Also, trying to find an ew partner after the divorcet urned out to be difficult for Heiko, as women werer egularlyp ut off by the fact of his nonreligion. Both experiences prompted him to go online and search for other "atheists" in "Minnesota".M artina R. (BfG, 35) , who also grew up in the GDR and livedi nE ast Germanyf or the better part of her life, did not have anye xperience with religion until she took ajob in Bavaria. There she was not onlyconfronted with Catholic street processions, but also with new colleagues who claimed to be religious. This at first unsettled her and she wondered whether,a sa na theist,s he was missing an important sourceo fs upport in her life. Yet, she started to develop some atheistic self-esteem after she learned thatreligion had not savedaparticularlyf aithful colleagueo fh ers from committings uicide. Finally, after seeing a representative from BfG in adiscussion on television, she soon joined this organization, in order to learn more about aw ell-reasoned secular position. As in these two cases, the feeling of alienation can be ashort-term experience,resulting from an ew situation. But it mayalso become apermanent condition, as for atheists who are surroundedb ys tronglyr eligious people in their jobs and pri-vatelives. To them,theirorganization feels like asafe haven, wherethey can be "themselves",a sS tu T. (MNA,46) explained:
In our society religion is (,) youknow,likeintheworkplace and in social settings (,) so it's just largely:hands-off!People don'tsay anythingrather than risk offendingsomebody. And so it was… (,) It hink it was… energizingt oj ust be able to be myself, …be moreo fm yself and be able to sayw hat It hink and to be able to talk about those kinds of subjects and hear,you know,d ifferent perspectivesa nd views without… people gettingu pset.
The Narrative Pattern of "Philosophical,S cientific, and Religious Knowledge"
The two typesw ho, as their main narrative pattern, share an interest in philosophical, scientific, and religious knowledge have al ot in common otherwise, too. Their narrations show a high degree of self-reflection and structure. They appear as critical thinkers and they exhibit intellectual curiosity.B oth, the "intellectualenlightener" as well as the "silent intellectual",also share the experience of a religious deconversion,w hich they usually interpret as ac onsequence of their inquisitiveness. David F. (SFA,43) portrayed this as anecessary connection:
And… it'sj ust ironic that,i fy ou take… your Christianity seriouslye nough… to investigate that and to reallyh old that up, youk now,t ol ook for the truth, it will [claps hands] fall apart,i fy ou look at it tooc lose, in my humble opinion.
Joseph H. (MNA,4 6), for example, traced his deconversion back to his high school education, for which he attended aC atholic school:
Now,whereasm ost high school students didn'tp articularlycare and they just did enough tog et by, …likeo ther subjects,Iwas reallyi nterested.Iaskedq uestions. …Sincerelyc oncerned… teachers and priests gave me books to read. And in doing so, Ilearned the history of my religion, …in particular,a nd all religions in general, and discoveredt hat they all had… very… reasonable, rational histories. Likethe history of any… philosophyorpolitical movement or city stateor…economic system or whatever.They had abeginning. They had ac ause and effect. …And it wasn'ts omethingt hat was dumped out of the sky.I tw asn't somethingh anded down by ad eity.A nd morea nd moret he idea gelled in my mind that… (,) that it had to be that the exact same causative forcest hat created… the ancient Egyptian gods… and the Roman gods and the Greek gods and the Chinese gods… had to have been the exact same causative forcest hat had created the Christian god. …It made sense. …Ironically, if Ihad never gone to aCatholic school, Imight never have questioned anything.
Others started to investigate religion more closelyo nlyl ater in life, such as Rü-diger C. (BfG, 69) , who in privated evelopedagrowingi nterest in the bible, or formere vangelical preacher Lee S. (MNA, 6 9) , who, over the years, discovered more and more contradictions in the scripture. What they all have in common, though,i st hata fter their deconversions they continued their "search for the truth" and kept up an interest in questions of philosophy, science, and religion.
TheI ntellectual Enlightener. In addition to this pattern of an interest in philosophy, science,and religion, some of these intellectuals exhibited in their narrations ad rive and desire to actively educate. Trained biologist and educator Mynga F. (AOF,6 3), for example, who alsor epresents the type of the "collectivist",v iewed the public'se ducation about evolutionary theory as as ervice to all of society.F or this reason she took the Darwin Daye vent,w hich her AOF helps to set up each year,t ob eo fp remier importance.O thers are more concerned with the provision of knowledge about religion, such as SteveY .( AFS, 54), president of the Atlanta FreethoughtS ociety at the time, who sawt his as the organization'sm ost important purpose:
We want people to learn (,) especiallypeople likem yself back in 1998, when Iwas still trying to figure things out… about religion… and nonreligion… and matters like this.
[…]O ur organization might be able to help them to understand better.And so that'sagood thing. I love (,) Il ovei tw henp eople… come to… that realization and they learn moree very day about how therea re some real problems with religion.
This motive of the "intellectual enlightener" is typicalf or members who have had ar eligious past of their own or who went through an intense religious quest. One example is Grant S. (MNA,6 3), af ormer school teacher,w ho after 30 years as aJehova'sWitness converted to Catholicism and wroteadoctoral dissertation about cults at aJ esuit university.A fter having lost religious faith altogether he joined Minnesota Atheists,d espite his aversion against joining organizations, onlyi no rder to be able to educateo thers about religious cults.I n particular, he had hoped to be able to provide active Jehova'sW itnesses with adropout'spoint of view on their religion via Minnesota Atheists' media outlets, such as their cable TV show.Also, he entertained the idea of conducting at utorial:
Sort of ac lass 101, atheism 101,t hat would give youb ooks and then it would give study questions and sort of set it out that youc ould follow it througha nd studyi t. …Fine books that would… aim at where you're at.B ecause… in my own approach it was sort of: catchb yc atch, whatever happened to be the most accessible.
[…]B ut It hink that most people aren ot here. They're here. …They're not as… educated. And so they need to have aprogram or away of approachingi t.
[…]I' ma lwayst he teacher,I' ma lwaysthe educator.A nd… that'sw hat Iw ant to do… (,) is tryingt oe ducate people and to help them.
One reason for the fact that "intellectual enlighteners" seem to be predominantly those members of atheistorganizations who used to be stronglyreligious in their past mayb ef ound in LaurenceR .I annaccone'sc oncept of "religious human capital".I tb uildso nt he idea that the time, money,a nd effort spent on religion for religious believers amount to an investment in techniques and knowledge, which makes it less likelyf or them to leave their faith behind:
The skills and experiencespecific to one'sreligion include religious knowledge,familiarity with church ritual and doctrine, and friendships with fellow worshippers.I ti se asy to see that these skills and experiences, which Iwill call religious human capital,are an important determinant of one'sability to produce and appreciatereligious commodities. (Iannaccone 1990,2 99,i talics in original) Iannaccone'sa rgument is that these investmentso vert ime would make it more and moreirrational -and therefore unlikely -for an individual to changehis or her religious affiliation, to marry someoneofadifferent faith, or even to deconvert from religion altogether. Obviouslyt his did not hold true for those atheists who usedtobevery religious in the past.But while, despite all costs,reason and consciencecompelled them to leave behind their faith in which they had invested so much, they stilld iscovered ac hance to applya tl east parts of their religious human capital in sharing their religious knowledge with others. David F. (SFA,43), aformerevangelical Christian who at the time of the interview participated in religious-secular dialogue projects and authored ab ook on the historicity of Jesus, even voiced his wish to convert this element of his religious capital into economic capital:
What Ih ope to do (,) youk now,i ft he magic career fairy came down and grantedm em y wish, Iwould be on, like, the lecturecircuit… or some sort of teaching position, youknow. … Ithink I'db e …reallygood as at eacher and…(,) Im ean, people reallyseem to enjoy my public speaking. …And that'sw hat I'dl iket og et paid for.
TheS ilentI ntellectual. The adjective "silent" characterizes the representativeso f this type onlyregarding their treatment of philosophical, scientific, and religious knowledge.C ompared with the intellectual enlighteners, interviewees who exhibited this narrative pattern weref ar less eager to share their knowledge,b ut rather to be educated further themselves. They showed ah igha nd generalized ambition to learn. One caseinpoint is Joseph H., who answered the general biographical question about the most important stages in his life so far by talking extensively about experiencest hats haped his wayo ft hinking.Other biographical events,like meeting and marrying his wife or having adaughter,instead, appeared onlya sa na fterthought: Forsome reason they don't… jump out exactlyasturningpoints in my life, because in certain ways they didn'treally… affect my world outlook, perhaps. They weren't… (,) they were very important and emotional… parts of my life, but they reallydidn't… teach me anything. Ireallyhaven'tlearned anything. Ireallywasn't transformed… by the experienceofbecoming af ather or beingm arried.
The silentintellectuals like their organizations for the chance to meet others that mayb eo fasimilar intellectual orientation as well as for being able to attend presentations on various scientifica nd philosophical topics. Some, likeR üdiger C. (BfG, 69), particularlyenjoy their group'slibrary,which enables them to study criticism of religion and its history systematically. Accordingly, KennethN.(AOF, 56) believed that he would leave AOF onlyinthe case that he would not be able to learn anything new therea ny longer:
Il ike AOFb ecause I'ma lwaysl earningt hings.A nd that'sw hen I'mh appiest,w hen I'm learnings omething. …Yes, it'sa ne ducational… pursuit.I t ' sawayo fe xpandingm y mind. And Ithink, if Ieverleft AOF, it would be because… Ifelt that my mind is no longer growing.
The Narrative Pattern of "Identification with the Organization"
While the narrative patterns introduced so far werec haracterized primarilyb y members' motivations for affiliating with their organizations (political protest, community,e ducation), the narrations of the twor emainingt ypes of members weres haped mores tronglyb yh ow they positioned themselvest oward their groups.A ll of these interviewees felt compelled to negotiate the relationship with theirorganization as am eans of performing as egment of theirp ersonality that they identifiedw ith very strongly. Substantially, these interviews were diametricallyo pposed to each other,t hough, as they werec haracterized either by vehement rejection of or full-blownc ompliancew ith the atheist organization.
TheDissociate. All of the organizations explored have afair share of nominal or passivemembers. With their membership, they onlywish to support the goals of the movement symbolically or financiallyorthey merelyw ish to be informed by their group'sn ewsletter or magazine. This does not make them "dissociates" in the sense discussed here. Rather,the members classified as such actively reject identification with their atheist group, some of its practices,a nd members. This rejection results from a value central to the person'si dentity which he or she does not see fulfilled or represented by the other atheists and their organizations. Interviewees who exhibit this pattern also exhibit ac ertain amount of phone. This ambition results from his idea that atheismc onstitutes as uperior and, in the long run, victorious worldview.D avid typicallya rgued for this view with am ixture of serious and tongue-in-cheek arguments:
Atheists have morefun. Youhavemoreenjoyment beinganatheist.You're happier beingan atheist. …And [laughs] (,) and, of course, if you're talkingt oa nother guy, says:y ou can drink morew ithout guilt.Imean, youc an have another beer! …And drink morew hiskey! Shit,y ou got 'em right there[ laughs]! …Or yout alk to the women and says: …did you know that the atheist men aret he handsomest men in the world?T hey're al ot more handsomerthan these Catholics. Youknow? …Tell 'em anygod-damn thing!Itdon'tmatter. As long as youg et their attention.
Of these arguments, David was at least convincedo ft he greater happiness that atheists would enjoy.H is happiness about his own atheisma nd his enthusiasm to advertise for it resultf rom his past,when, he claimed,h es uffered from "god phobia".H aving finallyc oncluded that the godh eu sed to be afraid of did not exist,tohim, accordingly, felt like an enormous liberation: "And I've been elated and happy about it… ever since that… Ij ust can'tg et over it.Iam so happy [laughs] ."
5C onclusion
The phenomenon of "new atheism" at the beginning of the 21 century has led to ag rowinga cademica nd public visibilityo faf reethought-secularist movement, whose protagonists have sometimes been called "militant" or "zealous atheists" (Gray2 008;P latzek 2011). Apart from the general problem that "militancy" is a mischaracterization of stringent criticism, my exploration of German and American atheist organizations has revealed thatt he membership of these groups is much more pluralistic -regardingdegrees of and motivations for members' activism, their views on strategies and openness, as well as their worldviews and worldview formation. Acertain degree of zealmay onlybeascribed to members that Ic haracterized as the "political fighter",t he "euphoric",a nd, to some degree, the "intellectual enlightener".I ng eneral, organized atheists' activism maybee ither other-o rs elf-oriented, it mayfollow political,communal, or educational goals, and it mays eek confrontation or accommodation. Also, some of the members mayb ev ery critical not onlyo fr eligion, but also of their fellow atheists and atheist organizations.
This plurality was present in both the Americana sw ell as the German organizations.One exception, at least in my sample, wasthe ideal type of the "euphoric",whose prototypical representative Io nlyf ound in one of the American groups.While this maybemere coincidence, Iwould like to arguethat asystematic differenceb etween organizations from the twoc ountries can be found with respect to the narrative pattern of "belonging".E vent hough the study'sd esign does not allow for quantitative comparisons,i ti sn oteworthyt hatt his narrative pattern wasm uch morec ommon in the Americani nterviews. There mayb ea structural reason for this tendency,a nd it mayh avet od ow ith the "ubiquity of theism" (Smith 2011) in U.S. society and the more charismatic and expressive character of Americanr eligiosity.I th as been reported that these factors make the Americana theist identity ar ejection identityf aced with stigma and ostracism. Accordingly, the main reason for joining atheist organizations so far (looking at Americanc ases only) has been seen in the management of an on-normative identity through associationwith like-minded people -either with the aim of fighting the stigma, or with the aim of banding together. While important in the Americancontext,this is less of amotive in the caseofGermany, wherenonreligion and atheismare not uncommon and faced with less of astigma. Accordingly,this exploration has shown that there exist further motivations for secularist activism -namelypolitical outrageand intellectual curiosity -which can be found in bothc ountries alike.
Finally, the differencei nreligious vitality between the two countries overall mayberesponsible for the most striking difference between the Germanand the Americana theisto rganizations. The latter proved to be al ot more vivid. Even though in both countries Ic onsciouslys ampled organizations that offered their members chances for getting active politically as well as for socializing, the German groups studied offered social events and meetingsm uch less regularlyand less frequentlyt han the American ones. Efforts at organizingi nformal meet-ups within the Germangroups weregenerallyshort-livedand charitable activism not considered necessary.T herefore, except for the preparation of the newsletter, the more active members tended to onlym eet irregularly, such as for occasional political protest, for outreach at progressive festivals (such as Labor Dayo rg ay pride events), for an occasional lecture or book discussion, and for theirgroups' annual conferences.I nc ontrast,the Americangroups featured not onlyt heir monthlym eetings, but also dinner clubs,b ook clubs,c haritable as well as ap lethorao fo ther activities. Even though national differences in civic cultures mayalso playarole here, it seems more likelythat the degree of religiosity present in aculturedetermines heavilythe degree of activism in atheist organizations, which on all other counts are so similar to one another.
